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Thor just replenished us with ranges, fridges and hoods. 

We now have 48” and 36” ranges and four door fridges. 

 

Next week we should get Viking.   

On Monday I hope to know what will be on this load. 

 

Here is a showing of all different items we currently have. 

 

Robert Ehrig 



Thor 

Arrival 



Thor 48” all gas range with 6 burners and griddle.  Convection oven too. 

HRG4804U  for  $ 2999.99 



Thor 36” all gas range with 6 burners and convection oven 

HRG3625U  for  $ 1899.99 



 

Thor 

 

36” Fridge 

Counter depth 

Two freezer drawers 

French doors on fridge 

HRF3601F 

For 

$ 1599.99 



La Cornue 43” dual fuel range with 5 burners and two ovens. Finally looks blue. 

C1DF  for $ 12,999.99   sold with matching hood 



Viking 60” all gas range with 6 burners, griddle and grill. Discontinued  and unused. 

VGCC5606GQSS  for  $ 8999.99 



Capital 36” dual fuel range with 6 open burners and electric ovens 

COB366N  for  $ 4999.99 



Viking 36” dual fuel range with 6 burners and electric convection oven 

VDR5366BSS  for  $ 6399.99 



Hestan  36” dual fuel range with 5 burners and electric ovens 

KRD365-NG   for   $ 5999.99 



Fisher Paykel Professional 36” all gas range with griddle and 4 burners 

RGV2-364GDN-N   for   $ 4999.99 



Viking 30” dual fuel range with 4 burners and electric convection oven 

VDR5304BSS   for   $ 3599.99 



Thermador Wall Ovens 



Dacor 30” steam double ovens 

DOB30M977DS  for  $ 3799.99 

Dacor 30” micro / oven combo 

DOC30M977DS  for  $ 3699.99 



Viking wall ovens. 



 

Viking 

 

42” Built In Fridge 

Side by side 

Super nice 

VCSB5423SS 

For 

$ 6499.99 



30” 

All fridge 

30” 

All freezer 

Panel 

ready 

$ 6999.99 

Fisher 

Paykel 

 

Amazing  

New 

columns 



Viking  36” cooktop with 6 burners 

VGSU53616BSS  for  $ 1299.99 



Under counter fridges starting at $ 899.99 



Under counter wine fridges starting at $ 999.99 



Oh …..   Here they are > 



Viking 42” BBQ grill head.  This is only a discontinued item.  Unused. 

VGIQ54224LSS  for  $ 3499.99 



Viking side burner that matches the BBQ. 

If you buy the Viking Grill head above , I will give you this matching side burner. 



Lynx Professional on a cart in NG with trident burners and rotisserie 

L36TRF-NG   for   $ 3999.99 



Lynx Professional 42” on a cart with all sear burners  in LP 

L42ASFR—LP   for   $ 3599.99 


